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Press Release 

„CAVALLUNA – Grand Moments“: A Journey through Dazzling Show Worlds

Europe’s biggest horse show is on the road again and enchants the audience with a breathtaking programme that 
reinterprets the most beautiful shows from recent years in a completely new way and interweaves them with 
spectacular new scenes. “CAVALLUNA – Grand Moments” is a firework of emotions that fascinates, touches and 
amazes young and old alike.   

Around 60 horses and Europe’s best riders, together with a top-class dance company, will delight the audience, 
supported by emotional music and impressive special effects. The guests are taken on a journey through dazzling 
show worlds and can look forward to outstanding horsemanship, breathtaking scenery and a heart-warming 
adventure. 

The show tells the story of the aging show rider Trol, who, the older he gets, is increasingly afraid that one day he 
will not be able to see his friends from the show world anymore. That’s when the goddess of life appears to him 
and tells him that there is only one way to have his loved ones with him forever: to reunite them one last time 
with their best acts in a big show and thus form an eternal bond of remembrance with them. Trol then has a vi-
sion in which he relives the most extraordinary moments of his career and gradually discovers the special things 
that connect him to every rider, dancer and musician: deepest friendship, love, joy, humour, sadness, romance, 
fear, freedom, strength, beauty, enthusiasm – in short: life. 

Although “CAVALLUNA – Grand Moments” is far more than just a horse show, the four-legged stars are, as 
always, at the centre of the action and the audience can look forward to exceptional talent from all over Eu-
rope. Among those on board are majestic Friesians, elegant Lusitanos and funny donkeys. Diego Giona with his 
spectacular Hungarian post and the daredevil trick riders of the Hasta Luego Academy will take the audience’s 
breath away with their fast-paced manoeuvres. Younger spectators will especially enjoy Bartolo Messina’s cute 
miniature ponies. Of course, unique liberty artist Sylvie Willms also returns, as well as the highly talented equipe 
Pfeifer, who will impress the audience with breathtaking water and fire scenes. 

From October 2024 to June 2025, “CAVALLUNA – Grand Moments” will be performing in over 30 cities in Europe. 
A selection of advance press photos and the artwork for the show can be downloaded here in our digital press 
centre.
Information and tickets for the show are available at www.cavalluna.com.
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